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1. Introduction 

 
Multi-lingual support for all Bernstein resources is considered an important issue in the 
project. We selected the languages representing an active community in paper research and 
which have developed an own terminology for watermark classification. These are the 
following six languages: German (e.g. catalogues, Piccard, WZMA), English (WILC), French 
(Briquet), Italian (Zonghi), Russian (Likhachev), and Spanish (Oriol Valls i Subirà). Although 
two Dutch partners are in the Bernstein consortium, Dutch was omitted from the number of 
supported languages due to two reasons: no specific Dutch terminology for watermark 
research and classification exists, and furthermore, our Dutch partners (KB and DUT) stated 
that neither a Dutch translation of the watermark terms nor such of the user interface is 
necessary and would makes sense. 
 
Multilinguality is implemented in all areas of the Bernstein portal. The most obvious is the 
user interface, i.e. the web-pages of the portal. ‘Help’-buttons on the web-pages provide 
information also in the selected six languages. The Browse Motif-function offers the 
classification of the watermarks in three levels and six languages. 
 
Finally, the Bernstein project has generated a vocabulary (“Watermark Terms – Vocabulary 
for Watermark Description”) with all watermark terms standardized in six languages. This 
vocabulary is used for searching in the catalogues in different languages. The specification of 
a watermark motif in one language is translated automatically to all other languages. 
 
All multi-lingual features are designed in such a way that makes it easy to add additional 
languages. 
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2. User Interface (Bernstein Portal) 

 
The Bernstein portal is the access point to all Bernstein resources. The default language is 
English. The language can be changed on each page to any of the six supported languages. 
A drop-down list for the selection of the language can be found on left hand side in the 
upper part of each page (see Figure 1). The selected language is used for all user interface 
texts. 
 

 
Figure 1: Language selection by a drop down menu 

 
The textual parts of the web-pages are kept in special language files, one file for each 
language. Each text module is addressed by an identifier. The names of the files are the 
following: 
 

• applicationGeneral_msg_en.properties.htm, 
• applicationGeneral_msg_ge.properties.htm, 
• applicationGeneral_msg_fr.properties.htm,  
• applicationGeneral_msg_it.properties.htm, 
• applicationGeneral_msg_ru.properties.htm, and 
• applicationGeneral_msg_es.properties.htm. 

 
As an example of such a file see Appendix 1. These files are not appropriate for editing 
and translations. A user-friendly structured Excel sheet (see Figure 2) was designed in 
order to facilitate the manipulation and translation of all user interface texts. The language 
files are constructed semi-automatically from this Excel sheet. 
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The Catalogue’s sub-pages Simple Search, Advanced Search and Browse Motif provide a 
check box which allows the user to choose wether if the Bernstein watermark terms list 
(vocabulary for watermark description) should be applied for a motif search or not. The 
check box is ‘on’ by default. On means in this special case that the watermark terms list is 
used according to the selected language. If the motif is specified in the selected language, 
the search engine uses the appropriate translations taken from the six-language Bernstein 
vocabulary for the search in the Bernstein databases. 
 
Let’s take an example, in order to explain this functionality more precisely. In case the 
selected language is Italian, the motif has to be specified in Italian, too. 
 
A search for ‘testa di bue’ will be translated into a search for ‘Ochsenkopf’ (WZMA, 
POL), and a search for ‘bull’s head’ (WILC, NIKI). If there were databases in French, 
Spanish, and Russian, the search would be extended also to ‘tête de bœuf’ (French), 
‘cabeza de toro’ (Spanish), and ‘голова быка’ (Russian). This functionality allows the 
resarcher to specify his motif search in his/her language and watermark research tradition. 
 

 
Figure 2: Section of the Excel-sheet for the six-language text parts in the workspace. This Excel sheet 
is easy to understand and easy to edit. 

 
A further functionality is provided by the above described check box. When at least two 
letters are entered in the motif search field, the user gets a list of keywords starting with 
these letters (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Keywords for motifs (in Spanish) beginning with “cab” 
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3. Help Functions 

 
The workspace developers (TUG) implemented a Help Center which enables the central 
administration of all help information and a uniform appearance of the help window. All 
help functions are designed in the way that the help texts can be easily translated into the 
six languages mentioned above. Changes and additions to the Help Center can be done by 
a group of registered developers. Here, we describe only that feature of the Help Center 
which concerns the multilinguality. This is the Edit window of the Help Center which 
provides six text fields, one for each language (see Figure 4). The help text is chosen 
according to the selected language. Not all translations of all help texts into the six 
languages will be available until the end of February.  
 

 
Figure 4: Edit window of the Help Center with the text fields for English, German, and French 
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4. Bernstein Watermark Terms 
 

The Bernstein list of watermark terms (“Watermark Terms – Vocabulary for Watermark 
Description”) was wrongly called ‘thesaurus’ in its first version (see Deliverable 18, D2.3 
Textual Watermark Description Standard). The first version of this word list provided four 
languages (English, French, German, Italian). It has been extended now to six languages, 
adding Spanish and Russian. The Spanish version was made by Marisa Ferrando Cusì 
(Instituto Valenciano de Concervación y Restauración de Bienes Culturales, Laboratorio 
de Restauración, Universitat de València, Spain) and the Russian one by Elena 
Oukhanova (State Historical Museum, Moscow, Russia). The list of watermark terms is 
available on the project’s Twiki website: 
 
http://www.bernstein.oeaw.ac.at/twiki/bin/viewfile/Main/DocumentsArchive?rev=1;filena
me=Watermark_Terms_v4.pdf 
 
The list of watermark terms fulfills two main goals: it unifies the nomenclature in each 
language and provides a dictionary between the six languages. As described in section 2 
(user interface) the vocabulary is used by the Bernstein portal for the multi-lingual search 
in all databases. Furthermore, it is the basis for the watermark classification in the Browse 
Motif search. At the moment, version 4 is available. This list is continuously updated and 
new terms are added. Version 5 will be presented in February 2009. 
 

 
Figure 5: Browse Motif in Spanish 
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5. Browse Motif 
 
The Browse Motif function implements the watermark classification scheme based on the 
databases POL, WILC, WZMA, and watermark repertories. It allows the browsing 
through the classification hierarchy by names or icons. Nine levels are defined, three of 
them are implemented in the portal. The classification is formulated in the six Bernstein 
languages based on the Bernstein watermark terms. An easy to edit Excel file contains the 
multi-lingual and hierarchically organized information. 

 

 
Figure 6: Excel sheet with the three level classification scheme in six languages 
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Appendix 1. English Language File for the Bernstein Portal 

 
app.title = Bernstein - The Memory of Paper language.text.de = German language.text.en = 
English language.text.fr = French language.text.it = Italian language.text.es = Spanish 
language.text.ru = Russian header.select.contact = Contact n.u. header.select.credits = Credits 
n.u. header.searchfield = Search: n.u. header.resources = Other Resources: n.u. 
header.maintitle = Watermark Catalog n.u. header.catalogue = CATALOGUE header.atlas = 
ATLAS header.bibliography = BIBLIOGRAPHY header.expertise = EXPERTISE header.kit 
= KIT header.aboutProject = ABOUT THE PROJECT header.simpleSearch = SIMPLE 
SEARCH header.advancedSearch = ADVANCED SEARCH header.browse = BROWSE 
header.about = ABOUT header.search = SEARCH header.measure = MEASURE header.date 
= DATE header.download = DOWNLOAD tabfield.tab1 = Simple Search n.u. tabfield.tab2 = 
Advanced Search n.u. tabfield.tab3 = Component Search n.u. tabfield.tab4 = Browse Motif 
n.u. startpage.explanationMainFirst = This website is about papers, paper expertise and 
history of papers.It provides resources in the following main application areas: historical 
research on paper in Europe, expertise of documents made from paper, measurement of 
structural characteristics of papers, technical support for the creation of new paper databases, 
introduction to digital paper studies. startpage.explanationMainSecond = The Bernstein 
project is co-funded by the Community program eContentPlus. startpage.headlineCatalog = 
Catalog startpage.explanationCatalog = Placeholder place holder place holder place holder 
startpage.headlineAtlas = Atlas startpage.explanationAtlas = Placeholder place holder place 
holder place holder startpage.headlineBibliography = Bibliography 
startpage.explanationBibliography = Placeholder place holder place holder place holder 
startpage.headlineExpertise = Expertise startpage.explanationExpertise = Placeholder place 
holder place holder place holder startpage.headlineKit = Kit startpage.explanationKit = 
Placeholder place holder place holder place holder catalogAbout.explanation = The Catalogue 
provides a mean to study the history of individual paper objects. It consists from over 120.000 
records of papers from pre-modern Europe found in books, archive documents, prints. The 
descriptions focus on the watermarks, the paper mould imprint, the objects' identity, and 
provide reproductions of internal paper structures. The Catalog can be searched by keywords 
and paper characteristics, and watermarks found by looking up a visual classification or 
describing their morphological components. catalogAbout.headlineSimpleSearch = SIMPLE 
SEARCH catalogAbout.headlineAdvancedSearch = ADVANCED SEARCH 
catalogAbout.headlineBrowse = BROWSE catalogAbout.explanationSimpleSearch = Here 
you can find watermarks on a easy way, just enter a Keyword! 
catalogAbout.explanationAdvancedSearch = Here you can define your searchterms more 
excactly! You can combine different terms e.g. year dates and motifs. 
catalogAbout.explanationBrowseMotif = Just browse through the watermark catalog! 
atlasAbout.explanation = With Atlas you create maps of paper distribution across space and 
time. The resource helps you visualize the relationship between paper production, distribution 
& consumption and the natural & human geography. The statistical tools serve the 
understanding of variabilities in paper distributions. atlasAbout.headlineSearch = SEARCH 
atlasAbout.explanationSearch = Here you can find watermarks on a easy way, just enter a 
Keyword! bibliographyAbout.explanation = The Bibliography consists of 20.000 
bibliographic records on historical, technological, social, trade and other aspects of pre-
modern paper published up to 2009. Integrated to the Mapping application it allows 
knowledge deepening by revealing bibliographical resources associated with your search. 
bibliographyAbout.headlineSearch = SEARCH bibliographyAbout.headlineBrowse = 
BROWSE bibliographyAbout.explanationSearch = Here you can find watermarks on a easy 
way, just enter a Keyword! bibliographyAbout.explanationBrowse = Just browse through the 
watermark catalog! expertiseAbout.explanation = Here you can find a - exacter definiton of 
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this part of the Bernstein Project! expertiseAbout.headlineMeasure = MEASURE 
expertiseAbout.headlineDate = DATE expertiseAbout.explanationMeasure = Here you can 
find watermarks on a easy way, just enter a Keyword! expertiseAbout.explanationDate = Just 
browse through the watermark catalog! kitAbout.explanation = Here you can download the 
Bernstein Kit kitAbout.headlineDownload = DOWNLOAD kitAbout.explanationDownload = 
Here you can find watermarks on a easy way, just enter a Keyword! info.databases = 
Databases info.hits = Hits info.total = TOTAL info.useThesaurus = use keyword list 
info.continuous = continuous update the result info.showResult = show Results 
info.connecting = Connecting ... info.notconnected = Not connected info.list = List 
info.statistics = Statistics info.map = Map result.sortfirst = Sort results by: result.sortsecond = 
then sort by result.findexact = exact result.findcharstr = Character String result.find = Find: 
result.hitslimit = Limitation of hits: result.hitsperpage = Hits per page: result.all = -- all -- 
history.searchedFor = You Searched for: simple.help = Help simple.top1 = Search term in 
selected databases simple.top2 = and show number of hits simple.info = Search for: 
simple.below1 = Please enter your searchterm in the field above. You can combine different 
simple.below2 = terms e.g. year dates and motifs seperated by space. simple.findExact = 
Exact simple.findCharString = Character String simple.searchButton = SEARCH 
simple.resetButton = RESET advanced.addGeneralSearch = Add General Search 
advanced.addDbSpecificSearch = Add DB Specific Search advanced.help = Help 
advanced.all = All advanced.any = Any advanced.phrase = Phrase advanced.and = AND 
advanced.or = OR advanced.not = NOT advanced.yearExact = YYYY advanced.yearFromTo 
= YYYY-YYYY advanced.warningEmptySearchTerm = Empty Searchterm linked with 
'AND'! sf.allSearchFields = All Fields sf.noSearchField = sf.motif = Motif sf.placeOfUse = 
Place of Use sf.date = Date sf.database = Database sf.refNumber = Ref. Number sf.height = 
Height sf.depository = Depository sf.distanceCl = Distance of ChainLines sf.creator = Creator 
sf.width = Width sf.shelfmark = Shelfmark sf.twinmark = Twinmark sf.briquetNumber = 
Briquet Nr. sf.laidLine = Laidline db.descr.pol = POL - Piccard Online db.descr.wilc = WILC 
- Watermarks in Incunabula printed in Low Countries db.descr.wzma = WZMA - Watermarks 
of the Middle Ages db.descr.niki = NIKI - Institute for Art History indexList.searchindex = 
SEARCHINDEX indexList.filter = Your selected filter: indexList.close = close window X 
indexList.previous = previous indexList.next = next resultlist.showThumbs = Show 
Thumbnails resultlist.hideThumbs = Hide Thumbnails resultlist.exportResults = Export 
Results resultlist.bookmarks = Bookmarks resultlist.bookmark = bookmark resultlist.previous 
= Previous resultlist.next = Next resultlist.width = Width resultlist.datestring = Detailed Date 
Info resultlist.database = Database resultlist.thumbnail = Thumbnail resultlist.picture = 
Picture resultlist.information = Information resultlist.link = Link resultlist.goTo = Go to 
resultlist.closeDetails = Close Entry Details resultlist.noImage = No Image available 
resultlist.hitsGreaterLimit = Hits greater than Limitation - Please refine Your search ! 
statOptions.combinationMatrix = Combination-Matrix for statistical functions 
statOptions.singleValues = Single values statOptions.showStatistic = Show Statistics 
statOptions.showOptions = Show statOptions.hideOptions = Hide 
statSummary.basicStatistics = Basic statistics statSummary.numberInSelection = Number of 
types in selection: statSummary.totalInDatabase = Total number of types in database: 
statSummary.percentage = Percentage: statSummary.firstValue = First value: 
statSummary.lastValue = Last value: statSummary.firstDate = First date: 
statSummary.lastDate = Last date: statSummary.arithmeticMean = Arithmetic mean: 
statSummary.standardDev = Standard deviation: statSummary.minInterquartileMax = min - 
interquartile mean - max: statSummary.singleDates = Single Dates statSummary.dateRanges 
= Date Ranges statSummary.errorNoValue = No valid data found! statSummary.warning = 
Warning: To get a good performance, Hits should be below 2000 statSummary.error = Too 
much entries to show Statistics. Hits must be below 5000 login.signIn = Please Sign In 
login.login = Login login.username = Username: login.password = Password: 
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login.userNotSpecified = Username or Password not specified login.loginInvalid = Invalid 
Username or Password login.hintLogout = Don´t forget to logout or exit your browser when 
you´re done. catalogOffice.office = BERNSTEIN - OFFICE catalogOffice.logout = Logout 
catalogOffice.hello = Hello catalogOffice.helpCenter = Helpcenter catalogOffice.cache = 
Cache catalogOffice.users = Users catalogOffice.thesaurus = Thesaurus helpcenter.searchfor 
= Search for helpcenter.helpcenter = Help Center helpcenter.close = Close helpcenter.logout 
= Logout helpcenter.viewMode = ViewMode helpcenter.editMode = EditMode 
helpcenter.topics = Topics helpcenter.selectTopicFirstHeadline = WELCOME to the 
Bernstein Help-Center. helpcenter.selectTopicFirstBody = Please choose a topic on the left 
navigation panel or insert a searchterm helpcenter.numberTopicsFound = entries found. 
helpcenter.edit = Edit helpcenter.seeAlso = See also: helpedit.text.de = German 
helpedit.text.en = English helpedit.text.fr = French helpedit.text.es = Spanish helpedit.text.it = 
Italian helpedit.text.ru = Russian helpedit.logout = logout helpedit.hello = Hello helpedit.topic 
= Topictext: helpedit.helpText = HelpText: helpedit.relations = Relations: 
helpedit.askForDelete = Delete this topic? helpedit.topicDeleted = Topic deleted! 
helpedit.topicNotDeleted = Error deleting topic! helpedit.topicSaved = Topic saved! 
helpedit.topicNotSaved = Error saving Topic! helpedit.newTopicText = Topic not available 
helpedit.newHelpText = Text not available catalogCache.logout = Logout 
catalogCache.catalogCache = Cache catalogCache.cacheStatistics = Statistics 
catalogCache.close = Close catalogCache.init = Init catalogCache.setDefault = Set Default 
catalogCache.areYouSure = Are You sure? catalogCache.insertSuPassword = Please insert 
Superuser-password: catalogCache.suPasswordInvalid = Invalid password catalogCache.go = 
Go thesaurus.thesaurus = Keywords thesaurus.close = Close thesaurus.dblclick = Doubleclick 
on entry to select 
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Appendix 2. Multi-Lingual Three Level Watermark Classification 
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